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pix4dmapper features an array of settings for adjusting image processing options. pix4dmapper
has a workflow that is similar to pix4dreact, in that it can process images from many different
sources, such as drones, aerial photography, lidar, and radar. and similar to dji terra, it offers an
array of methods for outputting results. as such, pix4dmapper offers more flexibility and
customization than its non-cloud-based competitors. while pix4dmapper is a popular and widely
used mapping program, dji terra is not as widely used as pix4dmapper. pix4dmapper and dji terra
both offer their own unique set of mapping capabilities and have their own set of strengths and
limitations. the size of the pix4dmapper team and the amount of time required to perform the
same mapping tasks as a dji terra user are also factors. as a general rule of thumb, it is
recommended that you use a non-cloud mapping program if you want more control of the image
processing and output, and pix4dmapper is the one that best meets those needs. if you are
seeking the flexibility and ability to perform mapping operations quickly, pix4dmapper is the one to
use. dji terra is a decent option for mapping, but if you don’t have a lot of time to dedicate to the
program, you’ll be spending more time on the ground than if you were mapping through
pix4dmapper. perhaps the best thing to keep in mind is that while pix4dmapper is a popular and
widely used mapping program, it is not the only mapping program on the market. pix4dmapper
has a large user base, and it is available for a wide variety of platforms, and the results it can
produce are impressive. if you are looking for an inexpensive, easy to use mapping program,
pix4dmapper may be the best option.
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pix4dmapper pro does not have any limitations. pix4dmapper pro can use one or more 16mp
cameras along with the gimbal, and it has no worries about exhausting the microsd card’s memory.

it can also use the dji go app to remotely start and land the drone. pix4dmapper pro also has a
faster processing time when compared to dronedeploy. however, the aerial mapping feature of

pix4dmapper pro does take a long time to generate the correct results. the zenmuse x5r camera is
a high quality, modular sensor camera that supports all of the major mapping packages such as

pix4dmapper, dronedeploy, and google earth. its compact size and high resolution make it
excellent for surveying and mapping applications.the x5r is also the only currently certified

zenmuse camera that is compatible with dji phantom 3 vision+. the zenmuse x7, which is even
smaller and can take panoramic photos, is also compatible with the phantom 3 vision+. the x7 is
compatible with dronedeploy and pix4dmapper pro when used with the zenmuse x7 plus hs lens

with a 6.5-14 mm lens length. you can also use the x7 with the zenmuse x7 hs lens when used with
the 6. the x7 is not compatible with the other mapping packages such as dronedeploy and

pix4dmapper unless you upgrade to the x7 hs plus lens. pix4d is currently developing additional
functionality such as aerial features, custom apps, and a separate cloud-based company called

pix4d.ai. fortunately, pix4dmapper 2.0.136 is the perfect time to start mapping with pix4dmapper
2.136. the newer api, pix4dmapper 2.0, only supports dji drones such as the phantom 4 pro v2 and

matrice 210 rtk v2, and pix4dmapper 2.0 runs on devices with or without cloud processing. so, if
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you are thinking of selling drone mapping services, it may make sense to buy a matrice 210 rtk v2
and an x7. the x7 will provide a gateway to pix4dmapper pro 2.0 for you to begin offering drone
mapping services. from there, you can add more functionality and work with pix4dmapper pro 2.
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